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Once Upon a Corporation
Award-winning journalist Thanassis Cambanis tells the
“wonderfully readable and insightful” (Booklist,
starred review) inside story of the 2011 Egyptian
revolution. Cambanis brings to life the noble
dreamers who brought Egypt to the brink of freedom,
and the dark powerful forces that—for the time
being—stopped them short. But he also tells a
universal story of inspirational people willing to
transform themselves in order to transform their
society. He focuses on two pivotal leaders: One is
Basem, an apolitical middle-class architect who puts
his entire family in danger when he seizes the chance
to improve his country. The other is Moaz, a
contrarian Muslim Brother who defies his own
organization to join the opposition. These
revolutionaries had little more than their idealism with
which to battle the secret police, the old oligarchs,
and a power-hungry military determined to keep
control. Basem wanted to change the system from
within and became one of the only revolutionaries to
win a seat in parliament. Moaz took a different course,
convinced that only street pressure from youth
movements could dismantle the old order. Their
courageous and imperfect decisions produced an
uprising with one enduring outcome: No Arab leader
ever again can take the population’s consent for
granted. Once Upon a Revolution is “a welcome
addition to the literature on Egypt’s uprising” (Library
Journal). Featuring exclusive and distinctive reporting,
Thanassis Cambanis’s “fluent, intelligent, and highly
informed book…convincingly explains what happened
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in Egypt over the last four years” (The New York
Times Book Review).

A Complete Collection of State Trials and
Proceedings for High Treason and Other
Crimes and Misdemeanors from the
Earliest Period to the Year 1820. (etc.)
A System of Medicine
Andrew Jackson
Standard Daily Trade Service
Once Upon a Time
A blind date and a case of mistaken identity just
might lead to love After a long series of stinkers,
when a respectful match from an online dating site
asks to meet Avery Cahill in real life, she agrees.
Invoking her favorite romantic comedy, they arrange
to meet in a local coffee shop with a flower and a
book. Under a serious deadline to finish a group
project for his MBA--solo--the only thing Dillon Lange
wants is peace and quiet. When a beautiful stranger
sits down in his booth at the coffee shop, he knows he
ought to say something about not being who she
thinks he is, but he can't resist her smile or her
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engaging conversation. How long can he keep up the
charade? And what will happen when her real date
shows up? A short story of approximately 7,500
words. Q: What makes the Meet Cute Romance series
special? "Meet cute" is a term used to describe a
situation in which a future romantic couple meets for
the first time. Meet Cute Romance is a series of
contemporary romantic shorts celebrating the
possibilities of that first meeting. Q: Who would dig
these books? Meet Cute Romances are designed to be
a fast (but not too fast--these are full novelettes, not
short stories of only a scene or two), lunchtime or
coffee break read to give you a bright spot of
romance in your day. If you're looking for a quick
romantic pick me up, these short contemporary
romances are sure to be right up your alley. Q: What
order should I read the books in? These novelettes are
each stand-alone and can be read in any order.

The Coffee Planter's Manual for Both the
Arabian and Liberian Species
There's more than snow in the air this ski season
Isabelle Lawson loves her job. Driven, dedicated,
there's no room in her high-pressure life to look for
love outside the pages of the books she edits. Can a
fun-loving, handsome stranger change her mind? A
novelette of approximately 10k words. Q: What makes
the Meet Cute Romance series special? "Meet cute" is
a term used to describe a situation in which a future
romantic couple meets for the first time. Meet Cute
Romance is a series of contemporary romantic shorts
celebrating the possibilities of that first meeting. Q:
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Who would dig these books? Meet Cute Romances are
designed to be a fast (but not too fast--these are full
novelettes, not short stories of only a scene or two),
lunchtime or coffee break read to give you a bright
spot of romance in your day. If you're looking for a
quick romantic pick me up, these short contemporary
romances are sure to be right up your alley. Q: What
order should I read the books in? These novelettes are
each stand-alone and can be read in any order.

Monetary Speeches
Once Upon a Corporation: Leadership Insights from
Short Stories is a set of 27 tongue-in-cheek, short
fictions drawn from work lifeparodies, satires,
parables, Socratic dialogues and straight
storieswritten to both delight and enlighten. Readers
will get the message of each story by insight and
reflection, following the successes and failures of
characters that perform ordinary tasks in
extraordinary ways. The stories highlight some
important values of leadership, including caring for
others and trying to empower them; they urge taking
a stand and speaking out when organizational
excellence or personal dignity are at stake; and they
show ways of using ones brains to prevail ethically by
presenting worthwhile views with commitment and
sound logic. This is a unique collection of imaginative
fictions, written specifically about todays work life,
and supported by thirty years of the authors
organizational experience in professional,
management and teaching roles. An outstanding
contribution to todays business literature. Irving
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Weiser, Chairman and CEO, Royal Bank of Canada
Dain Rauscher This is an excellent job of conveying
managerial concepts in a concise manner It is easy
reading and yet very instructive. Lloyd P. Johnson,
Past Chairman and CEO, Norwest Corporation The
stories have some outstanding lessons and insights.
William W. George, Past President and CEO,
Medtronic, Inc.

Once Upon A Coffee: A Meet Cute
Romance
This lengthy volume includes color illustrations of
coffee plants and covers topics from coffee history in
Western Europe and London coffee houses to the
chemistry of the coffee bean.

American Magazine
Nineteen years before, a famous man disappeared
from L.A., taking his two children to a rocky, desolate
corner of New Mexico. Raising them in complete
isolation, this utopian "Sanctuary" is one man's stand
against the decadence of America. Dorothea, his
daughter, now twenty three, is leaving this place for
the first time, in search of her missing brother. A
brilliant painter who fled the Sanctuary two years
before, he has become lost in the dark underbelly of
St. Lois and the even darker memories of a violent
incident when he was a young child. Dorothea's
search for her brother turns into an odyssey of
discovery, leading to the shocking truth about her
family's past and the terrifying events of the day that
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drove her father to flee California in a desperate
attempt to protect his children from a dangerous
world. But Dorothea's journey will also introduce her
to another man who has suffered his own losses.
Together they have a chance to make a discovery of a
different kind: that though the heart can be broken by
the tragic events of a day, a day can also bring a new
chance at love and a deeper understanding of life's
infinite possibilities.

A Complete Collection of State Trials and
Proceedings for High Treason and Other
Crimes and Misdemeanors
The 55Th Degree
Once Upon A Crush
Managing the Value Lodge in her hometown was not
what Anna Gordon had in mind when she set out in
the hospitality industry. But it's a safe choice for a
woman whose childhood was anything but stable. Out
of the blue, she gets a once-in-a-lifetime chance to
reinvent herself by moving to New York City, where
she hopes for a management position at a stylish new
boutique hotel. The big city is full of surprises--not the
least of which is Sean O'Neil. Her childhood crush has
applied for the very same position! Sweet, romantic,
and endlessly entertaining, this romp through the
storied streets of New York City will enchant readers.
Melody Carlson has created characters so charming
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that readers will long to meet them in the lobby of the
stunning Rothsberg Hotel.

Once Upon a Galaxy
The Coffee Planter's Manual
Once Upon a Time in Rio
SCRABBLE WITH SLIVOVITZ - Once upon
a time in Yugoslavia
The Illuminated Magazine
Available in paperback for the first time, these three
volumes represent the definitive biography of Andrew
Jackson. Volume One covers the role Jackson played
in America's territorial expansion, bringing to life a
complex character who has often been seen simply as
a rough-hewn country general. Volume Two traces
Jackson's senatorial career, his presidential
campaigns, and his first administration as President.
Volume Three covers Jackson's reelection to the
presidency and the weighty issues with which he was
faced: the nullification crisis, the tragic removal of the
Indians beyond the Mississippi River, the mounting
violence throughout the country over slavery, and the
tortuous efforts to win the annexation of Texas.
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Once Upon a Day
The Tea & Coffee Trade Journal
When you reach the twilight of your existence, look
back on your life and realize you have accomplished
all your desires; you have to share your fulfillment
with the world, your children, your family, your
dearest friends, and everyone who contributed to
your well-being. If the saying Practice makes perfect
goes, I hope it applies to me. This is my second
attempt at writing a book, a sequel to my first one. I
do not consider myself a literary writer, far from it. As
a matter of fact, in my school years, not only couldnt I
put two and two together, but composition was my
second weakest subject. As English is not my mother
language, its a double challenge. I have many times
used dictionaries to prove my point. At an early age,
playing with my dolls, I would tell them all kinds of
stories, so you can say that I am more of a storyteller.
This is my fairy tale as close to the truth as can be
told however, to protect the anonymity of the
characters, their names have been changed. Enjoy!

A Treatise on therapeutics
The Coffee public-house news
All About Coffee
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In search of "the best America there ever was,"
bestselling author and award-winning journalist Bob
Greene finds it in a small Nebraska town few people
pass through today—a town where Greene discovers
the echoes of the most touching love story
imaginable: a love story between a country and its
sons. During World War II, American soldiers from
every city and walk of life rolled through North Platte,
Nebraska, on troop trains en route to their ultimate
destinations in Europe and the Pacific. The tiny town,
wanting to offer the servicemen warmth and support,
transformed its modest railroad depot into the North
Platte Canteen. Every day of the year, every day of
the war, the Canteen—staffed and funded entirely by
local volunteers—was open from five a.m. until the
last troop train of the day pulled away after midnight.
Astonishingly, this remote plains community of only
12,000 people provided welcoming words, friendship,
and baskets of food and treats to more than six
million GIs by the time the war ended. In this poignant
and heartwarming eyewitness history, based on
interviews with North Platte residents and the soldiers
who once passed through, Bob Greene tells a classic,
lost-in-the-mists-of-time American story of a grateful
country honoring its brave and dedicated sons.

Until We Meet Again
The life of the citizens of Tower, Montana, is
interrupted by the appearance and disappearance of
a stranger in town, by a violent act of murder and an
influx of drug runners working out of isolated
locations on the prairie.. Peace and quiet are at a
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premium as Pastor Sicily Anderson and Deputy Sheriff
Jess Spandler find themselves drawn into a chain of
circumstances that can only mean disaster, not only
for them, but others in the community.

Southern Merchant
While investigating the death of Marshal Charlie
Boomhauer, Sheriff Ben Stillman, determined to bring
the killer to justice, discovers that the residents of
Lone Pine are hiding a dark and deadly secret.
Original.

Once Upon A Revolution
The Dixie Highway
From the author R.M. and the artist Sarah

Motor World Wholesale
Once Upon A Snow Day: An Opposites
Attract Meet Cute Romance
Book of Prospectuses
Adam Yamey visited Yugoslavia frequently over a
period of more than 20 years. He criss-crossed the
country from north to south and east to west. During
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his travels, he stood in the footsteps of Archduke
Ferdinand's assassin in Sarajevo and those of
Emperor Diocletian in Split, ate Chinese food in Novi
Sad and offal at Rtanj, and also played Scrabble with
Yugoslavs all over Serbia. In this profusely illustrated,
trail of memories, the author describes the friendships
that he made with Yugoslavs all over the country, and
how these led to his deeper understanding of, and
love for their country. As the years passed, the author
began noticing small things, which made little sense
at the time, but later turned out to be portentous.
These were early signs of the troubles that were to
lead to the disintegration of Yugoslavia soon after the
author's last visit to the country in 1990. Join the
author in the exploration of a country that no longer
exists.

Once Upon a Time
Twenty adults who grew up amidst addiction, mental
illness, and emotional disorder candidly tell their
revealing and hope-filled stories of recovery

Mindfulness at Work For Dummies
Once Upon a Summertime (Follow Your
Heart)
Once Upon a Dead Man
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The Journal of Agriculture
Master your mind, manage stress and boost your
productivity! Mindfulness at Work For Dummies
provides essential guidance for employees at all
levels of an organization who are seeking more focus
and clarity in their work. It explains how mindfulness
can help employers wishing to implement mindful
practices into the workplace, and provides leaders
and mentors within an organization with the tools
they need to become more effective leaders and
coaches. The audio download contains guided
mindfulness exercises and meditations suited to
workplace scenarios, a core feature of mindfulness
programmes. Mindfulness at Work For Dummies
includes: An introduction to mindfulness, and how it
can help improve working behaviour An explanation
of how the brain retains new mindful working patterns
with a bit of practice! Useful tips on incorporating
mindfulness into your working day How organisations
can benefit from implementing mindful approaches to
work Guidance for leaders on how mindfulness can
help develop their leadership qualities

The Illuminated Magazine
Once Upon a Thermal
The same keys that open the doors to Heaven, also
may open the Gates to Hell (Buddhist Proverb).
Scriptures contained inside a 12th century book called
the Satyagrahnac and another book called the Codex
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Gigas; the Devils Bible, are both said to have the
same authority. When combined, these scriptures
become the keys to Heaven, the librarian noted (55th
Degree). Que Armani Sueas dinner arrangements
were interupted by a phone call, Your Lachadeish is
dead. Under suspicion himself, he (Armani Suea) is
summoned to appear before his peers accused of
crimes against the brotherhood in an unknown secret
fraternity called the Order. Armani embarks on a
quest to locate a member of the Nocentelli to help
him uncovers the mastermind behind murders within
the Order. From back tracking his Lachadeishs recent
visit to Rome, to the revelation that one of the
temples most sacred books has be stolen, Armani
Suea finds himself entrenched in a mystery of biblical
proportions. Reflecting on a saying from another book
known too the Order, Armani whispers to himself, To
expose a fox, you must burn down the fields (facade)
to smoke him out, so that his skullduggery can be
known.

A Treatise on Therapeutics
From well-known Brazilian playwright Francisco
Azevedo, a heartwarming debut novel about three
generations of a family whose kitchen contains the
secret ingredient for happiness—sure to appeal to
fans of Like Water for Chocolate. Once upon a time
there was some rice. Rice planted in the earth, fallen
from the sky, and gathered up from the stone. Rice
that doesn’t spoil, it came from far away, by ship with
three exuberant young people filled with dreams…
Once Upon a Time in Rio is a spellbinding family saga
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beginning with José Custódio and Maria Romana and
their search for a prosperous future. As newlyweds,
José and Maria immigrated to Brazil at the beginning
of the twentieth century, accompanied by a special
gift. During the dinner preparations to celebrate their
centenary wedding anniversary, their eldest son
Antonio, already a grandfather, looks back at the lives
of his parents, his aunt, his brothers, their children
and grandchildren, as well as his own. Antonio knows
that family is a difficult dish to get right and that
happiness must be cooked up day by day; however,
what separates his family from any other is its
possession of a secret ingredient for happiness: the
sack of magical rice given to his parents on their
wedding day. With the help of the rice, whose magic
is as old as fire and time, Antonio’s family has been
guided through the most trying of life’s tribulations.
Lyrically written, Once Upon a Time in Rio bares the
fragile yet strong nature of the human spirit and with
great insight captures the solace provided by loved
ones in times of need. Already an international
bestseller, this is a beautifully told tale about the
wisdom of past generations and the inextricable ties
of family.

Once Upon a Town
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